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The Zenith 750 CruZer

Not everyone is a STOL-aholic

By Budd Davisson
It has been said that Steve Wittman, through his air racers and his Tailwind homebuilt, proved conclusively that square corners could be made to go fast. Since Chris Heintz and his sons introduced the STOL CH 701 in 1986 and the STOL CH 750 in 2009, they have proved the same thing in reverse. They have shown that square corners and straight lines can be made to go incredibly slow (30 mph with 100-foot takeoff runs) with their 700 series of short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft. And now, Zenith President Sebastien Heintz is proving something equally as important: that he listened to homebuilders. At the Sun 'n Fun International Fly-In & Expo in April, Zenith introduced the CH 750 CruZer, a not-quite-STOL version of the CH 750 that, as the name implies, places more emphasis on going places than leaping off in impossibly short distances.

Sebastien said, “It’s no secret that the STOL CH 750 was centered around two basic features. First, we wanted a larger-than-normal cabin [to fit average Americans]. Second, we wanted to provide the ultimate in off-airport, backyard capabilities through slow speeds and extremely short takeoff and landings. We did that by combining high-lift airfoil wings with high-lift devices.”
Heintz and company are well known for favoring airfoil sections that offer high lift and excellent slow flight and gentle stall characteristics. The STOL CH 750 was built around a modified NACA 650-18 airfoil (with a fixed leading edge slat) with a fatter-than-normal thickness—17 percent. This gives lift but works against high speeds which is okay with the Heintz crew, because even in their low-wing designs, the emphasis is on safety, not high-speed capabilities. They know that a lot of homebuilders are low-time pilots, and they design aircraft that cater expressly to the needs of that pilot niche, which is one of the reasons tricycle landing gear are standard. They also are known for designing aircraft that are easy to build, and that’s where the new CruZer fits nicely into the Zenith 700 series.

"An important part of the STOL 750's short-field capabilities are the wing's fixed leading-edge slats," Sebastien said. "We made them fixed, which is much less complex than movable, but that produces higher drag. On the CruZer, we eliminated the slats entirely because we recognized that only about 30 percent of the CH 750s built were ever landed off airport. Yes, many are flying out of tiny backyard runways, but we know that there are far more based on normal airports. And those owners aren’t interested in landing anywhere except on established runways. So, they don’t need to be able to get off the ground in 100 feet, but they do want to go faster than the 100-mph cruise speed that the 750 was giving them; so airframe drag was an issue.”

The CruZer shares the same firewall as the STOL CH 750 and the low-wing CH 650, making a wide series of engines available to power the new design. But the CruZer has a new tail that departs from the usual Zenith single-piece vertical surface by featuring a traditional rudder/vertical stabilizer unit. Also, the horizontal stabilizer/elevator surface is symmetrical in cross section in contrast to the asymmetrical, down-lifting surface on the STOL birds.

Although Sebastien said that the fuselage is basically a 750 fuselage, the many modifications such as the tail and the wider, more conventional instrument panel come close to making the CruZer a new design. It still maintains the 42-inch cabin width, which makes
it nearly 3 inches wider than a Cessna 172. It’s actually the same width as that of a late model Cessna 182, but optional bulged doors add even more shoulder width.

“Besides the removing of the slats,” Sebastien said, “the most obvious visual change is that we replaced the fat wheels and tires with 5.00-by-5 and wheelpants; that alone produced around a 7-mph increase in cruise speed. However, if a builder wants, he can go with larger wheels and tires.”

Because Zenith envisioned the CruZer as a cruiser, weight wasn’t as much of an issue, so they gave up a few pounds in the engine compartment in favor of some bigger, more traditional engines. At the same time, they designed the firewall forward with enough flexibility that a builder could use state-of-the-art engines as they appear on the market. As displayed

ULPower’s UL350iS Engine

Traditional done modern

ULPower’s approach to building an airplane engine is to not invent a new wheel but to improve upon a proven, traditional one. Its UL350iS is totally traditional in layout—four-cylinder opposed (it also has a six-cylinder version) and direct drive, which is a major departure from some current approaches to getting power out of small packages.

By far, the biggest problem in getting power out of small displacement engines is...well...they’re small and an engine is basically nothing more than an air pump. You suck air in, give it more energy via fuel and heat, and spit it back out again. In the process, it converts some of that energy to rotary motion through a series of monkey-motion machinery that hasn’t changed in a century or two and isn’t likely to. To oversimplify: the more air that’s pumped through, the more power that is generated.

There are only two ways to increase power output: Either turn the engine faster so more air/fuel is cycled through or increase the size of the pump. Bigger pumps are heavier. Faster turning pumps run into the propeller tip speed limitation; the diameter/efficiency of the prop comes down when the rpm goes past a certain point and pretty much hits an efficiency wall at 0.92 to 0.95 Mach. There is, however, one other part of the equation that can be worked for more power: Overall efficiency of the compressor can be improved in the form of better airflow, more efficient combustion, less friction, and lighter components. This appears to be the route ULPower has gone in designing a vaguely old-fashioned engine for the new millennium.

Its little 172-pound package gets its maximum power (130 hp) at 3300 rpm, which works against swinging a larger diameter, more efficient prop. However, the horsepower/torque curves appear to cross at 120 hp and about 2650 rpm, which is a sweet spot for a bigger prop. It should be noted that ULPower’s literature contradicts itself a little in that the curves show the foregoing, but their spec tables say the torque peaks at 2400. This, however, is misleading because the torque curve is marvelously flat from about 2350 rpm to about 2600 rpm. It’s not perfectly flat, but close enough for government work. The torque probably does peak at 2400 rpm, but it tapers off only slightly to 2600 rpm. Not enough to worry about. So a bigger prop will work just fine at a number of different rpms and the thrust/horsepower will benefit.

The engine has left things like mixture controls and magnetos in the dust, has gone completely electronic in all areas, and is FADEC controlled. Outwardly it appears to be a very well-produced package, and Sebastien said it runs as good as it looks. Being direct drive and totally electronic, it is a simple, straightforward piece of propulsion with very little to go wrong. However, only time will tell if it will escape the unpredictable demons that seem attracted to aircraft engines in general.

For more information, e-mail Info@ulpower.net or visit www.ULPower.net.
at Sun ’n Fun 2013, the CruZer was powered by UL-Power’s new 130-hp UL350iS 3.5-liter engine (214 cubic inches). This engine is one of a new breed of slightly larger displacement, flat-four, air-cooled light aircraft engines that are traditional in layout, including eliminating a reduction drive unit and going direct drive. At the same time, they are state of the art in design, manufacturing, and operation; it’s FADEC equipped, among other things. (See the sidebar for details.) Besides the ULPower engine, a builder has plenty of engine options available.

Sebastien said, “We set the cowling and engine compartment up so that the older, very available, and often less expensive Continental O-200 and Lycoming O-235 engines will both fit, and we make motor mounts for those and other engines. The UL engine only weighs 172 pounds whereas the O-235 weighs nearly 300 pounds installed, which is why there is so much room behind the UL 350iS. We have a long mount for that engine and short ones for the others.”

As with all Zenith designs, the aircraft is available in every form from plans to a quick-build kit. Constructed of flat-sheet aluminum, with very few complex parts, the aircraft is ready made for the scratchbuilder. However, if a builder decides to move up to any of the kits, the building time plummets, courtesy of Zenith’s huge CNC flatbed routers. The computer-controlled routers roam around over a flat sheet, putting the holes in the parts so they all matched. Sebastien said the 400-hour build time they quote to build from a quick-build kit is a realistic estimate, but variations will be introduced both by builder experience and the degree of finish. The more complex the paint and interior, the more time will be required. And unfortunately, the more the aircraft will weigh.

So how much less STOL and how much more of a cruiser is the CruZer? Sebastien said, “Where the STOL is off the ground in 100 feet and requires a 500-foot runway to safely take off and land with good margins, the CruZer gets off in 275 feet and needs 220 feet to land.”

That’s still very strong STOL performance, but Sebastien said, “In the CruZer, the average low-time pilot would be very safe flying off of 750- to 1,000-foot runways, assuming reasonable approaches. This would provide him with lots of safety margin. At the same time, however, he would have nearly 20 percent more cruise performance at the same fuel burn. It’s a much more efficient airplane for those who really don’t care about having the absolute ultimate in off-airport performance.”
It’s one of the unfortunate facts of life that nothing is free, and nowhere is this truer than in airplane performance. However, Zenith’s new CruZer looks as if it’ll scratch a couple of itches at the same time: It has a reasonable cruise speed with a low fuel burn yet it still has very respectable short-field performance. All of this is from easy-to-build straight lines and square corners.

For more information, visit www.Zenithair.com.

Budd Davisson is an aeronautical engineer, has flown more than 300 different aircraft types, and published four books and more than 4,000 articles. He is editor-in-chief of Flight Journal magazine and a flight instructor primarily in Pitts/tailwheel aircraft. Visit him at www.Airbum.com.

The much wider-than-normal cockpit has a “Y” control stick so both seats have control with minimal obstruction.

The ailerons droop with the flaps for more lift with less drag.